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SUNFLOWER CHAPTER MEETINGS
Monthly meetings of the Sunflower Chapter are held at 6:30 PM on the last
Wednesday of each month. The meeting site is Spears Restaurant at 4323
West Maple Street, Wichita, Kansas.
                SUNFLOWER CHAPTER NEWSLETTER
The Sunflower Chapter Newsletter is published quarterly and distributed to
Sunflower Chapter members, AMCA Chapters, AMCA Officers, Sunflow-
er Sponsors, and Sunflower commercial advertisers.
               SUNFLOWER CHAPTER MEMBERSHIP
Membership in the Antique Motorcycle Club of America is required to be
eligible for membership in the Sunflower Chapter of the AMCA. Dues are
$20.00 per calendar year, and membership is open to any member of the
AMCA. Members of the Sunflower Chapter will receive four issues of the
club newsletter, and a membership card,
                           SUNFLOWER SPONSORS
Sponsors will receive four issues of the Sunflower Chapter Newsletter in
return for a $20.00 annual donation.

                SUNFLOWER CHAPTER
of the

           Antique Motorcycle Club of America
President Vice President

 Jim Wellemeyer   Tim Bell
 1718 N. Illinois   129 S. Prescott Ct
 Wichita, KS 67213   Wichita, KS 67209
 (316) 942-0160 (316)210-6094

Secretary/Treasurer   Director
 Kelly Wardell    Steve Spencer
 157 SW 200th Street   8639 Candlewood Ct..
 Douglass, KS 67039   Wichita, KS 67205
 (316) 747-3244   (316) 644-6102

Director                                  Tulsa Region Ambassador
 John Wiley    Joe Preston
 406 Circle Lake Cir.             1909 W. 92nd Perkins OK 74059
 Wichita, KS 67209                     405-714-8593
 (316) 932-5577 Editor

            Jim Wellemeyer
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

 The summer started with pleasant weather although a lot of
rain in May and June has created flooding across the central US.
The first of June I visited my son Jeff in Denver.  I took the ‘71
CB500 and the ‘75 Goldwing and we did some riding in the
mountains and found some of the passes were still closed from the
snows.  I had planned on going to the Rocky Mountain Chapter
swap meet and was surprised to find that their event was held
across the street from the RV park where I was staying.  They had
a nice group of vendors and some great bikes displayed.

I returned to Wichita and 2 days later Robbie and I traveled
east to the Allegheny Chapter Road Run, and every river, creek,
pond, and lake between here and Pennsylvania was bank full or
worse.  Everywhere we saw farmland flooded by rivers, or just
under standing water, they should have been planted and green
with crops.  For the most part our trip was not affected by rain.
We drove through some short rain showers getting to the Road
Run near Ligonier PA.  The Allegheny Mountains provided lots of
twisty curvy roads for riding, and the Allegheny Chapter hosted
some great stops for lunch.  We had a good time with new and old
friends.  The next week Robbie attended a Master Gardener
Conference in Valley Forge.  She stayed at the resort hotel while
the dogs and I were at the RV park.  I took a few rides in the local
countryside, we visited the historical attractions in Philadelphia,
we toured Valley Forge National Park and I spent one morning
getting service on the motor home.

That’s how I spent June, and since then we have made a
couple of local rides.  A few of us tried to have supper at Stearman
Airport but ran into a big crowd and a 1 ½ hour wait for a table.
We ended up at a restaurant in Andover and it took about that long
to get food there, but we played trivia with crowd and it was OK.

The Music City Chapter Road Run near Nashville in
September is the next even for us and we are looking forward to
that.  Check out upcoming Chapter events,  details pg's. 21, 22.

 See  ya on the road, Jim Wellemeyer
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Sawyer Backyard National
So, what do you do on a Saturday in July when its hotter

than a 4th of July sparkler?  Get together with fellow Sunflower
members and friends and bring out the vintage hardware.

It was the Saturday before the 4th with typical Kansas July
weather, humid and in the upper 90’s.  Terry, Larry Burke, and I
had some logistical tasks to take care of that morning.  We needed
to get Larry’s Indian 4, one of my Honda’s, and my Chevelle over
to Terry’s place, a simple job.  When I showed up at Larry’s they
had already moved the Indian.  I had my Chevelle and needed to
get it moved over. Terry headed out in his Ranchero, and Larry
and I were just ready to leave when my phone rang.  It was Terry
and he said the Ranchero had died just a few blocks away and he
thought he was out of gas.  I left to catch up with Terry, and Larry
was going to follow with and bring some gas.  I found Terry and
the Ranchero in the right lane of 21st Street, about halfway through
the curve that then turns into West Street.  Not a good place to
stop.
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Sawyer Backyard National
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Sawyer Backyard National

Larry finally shows up with gas, he had to stop and put gas
in his truck, thought wouldn’t be good to have two vehicles out of
gas. After pouring a couple of gallons in the Ranchero, Terry
cranked it over and it started but quickly died.  This repeated
several times before we diagnosed the problem to be a faulty fuel
pump.  (later thinking was that it was vapor lock)  Ok so we will
just tow it over to Terry's house, but first Larry had to go get the
tow rope.  Terry and I stayed by the Ranchero waving at the
passing traffic to move over.  A couple of narrow misses later
Larry showed up with the rope and shortly the Ranchero was on
the way behind Larry’s truck.  I stopped at my house and changed
vehicles so I could drop my CBX at Terry’s, when I arrived they
had the Ranchero in the drive.  But the tow was not without
incident, seems like they got too much slack in the rope coming
around the corner and wrapped it around the front spindle.  Well
that was a problem to be solved later.
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Sawyer Backyard National

Things went smoother after that.  Terry had the place
looking great, everything neatly trimmed, the previous rainy June
weather had the lawn green and lush.  People started showing up
about 2 o’clock.  Before long the place was filled with antique and
vintage bikes and cars.
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Sawyer Backyard National

Socializing carried on through afternoon, with cold drinks,
an occasional light breeze and visits to the A/C in Terrys shop, we
survived the heat and humidity.  It wasn’t long and Dave Bush
arrived with his smoked meats; ribs, brisket, and chicken.  It was a
nice spread and everyone loaded up on the BBQ and all the fixins.
Music was provided by Sandra Lavon and Tyree.
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Sawyer Backyard National
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Sawyer Backyard National
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Sawyer Backyard National
Many thanks to Dave, Sandra, Tyree, everyone who

helped or just showed up for the socializing and food.
  Most of all thanks to Terry Sawyer for his hard work
and for hosting a great afternoon!
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S.A. Mac Stauffer
  By Larry Burke

I first met “Mac” when  I was 10. Growing up in western Kansas
in the small south central  town of Greensburg with a Father  that
collected anything, a kind of an old time hoarder. Dad loved steam
engines, old farm equipment, horse drawn wagons, motorcycles,  cars,
trucks,  you name it My Dad collected them. The early 50s marked  the
coming of the Americana era of collecting, everything was becoming
collectible. I followed Dad to farm sale after farm sale, antique  sales from
Oklahoma, Texas, and Colorado, we hauled all the latest rust back on a
trailer  pulled by Mom’s 1953 Hudson Hornet. So it wasn’t surprising to
my Father  that I wanted to follow the bidding with him, and bid I did. I
came home once with an old turn of the century bicycle, wooden  rim,
leather  saddle and rat trap petals all in shameless  barn find rust and
weather.

I tried to polish old nickel and straighten wooden  rims, that were
coming apart at the finger joints. Not to be disheartened, I brushed, ground,
sanded,  primed and painted.  My pride and joy was rattle can painting it
blue. I was a happy camper, until it came to the rims, no amount of linseed
oil, no amount of soaking the already soaked could bring those rims back
to  l i fe .

        Dad watched  as I
pressed them, stacked
bricks on all, let set only
to have them draw back
to their old rattle snake
curl of the past 40 or 50
years when  I took them
out of grandpa’s
carpenter clamps. It
seemed like a forever of
trying when  Dad
announced one day he
was headed west to

Dodge City, and did I want  to ride along. It was always an adventure
with Pop and I loaded up, he yelled to grab my bike wooden  rims and
hubs, we hopped into the old Hudson and away we went.

We rolled into south Dodge on Fourth  Street, just south of the river
bridge, pulled up to a little white forlorn building looking like it was on
its last leg, walking inside spoke the same, except it was like a dream
come true, motorcycles,  bicycles everywhere, not a space on the dirty
concrete  floor left untouched by rubber  tires o something  neat. Rafters
were covered with parts, hanging unorganized in rows, gas tanks,  carbide
tanks,  tires and rims, fenders of all types. A happy wind blown
mustachioed face looked up from the a work bench and said, George
Burke, how the hell are you, haven’t seen you in a coons age….. and so it
went, I met S. A. “Mac” Stauffer.
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Mac listened  to my story with a glean in his eye, almost Santa
like, “sure he could help me, he said, just give me some time and I will
let you know”,  as he reached up and pulled a pair of new 28 inch
wooden rims down from between  the ceiling joist, “Wondered when  I
was ever going to use these” he said, I was amazed and at the same
time drawn to the old store show cases full of pictures, winter outings
of foot deep snow with men on their Indians  with cold weather
shrouds  and winter gear somewhere in Western Kansas. Gypsy tour
ribbons,  old racing trophies,  catalogs from years ago, neatly stacked as
if newly placed in the case with only the dust to tell the story.  In  one
corner  was a vertical twin Indian  still in the crate, glistening, snorten’
Norton’s, and Triumph’s, a used Harley Knuckle and a Chief, Mac
explained  them all. It was then that I learned  that Mac had sold my
Father  his first Indian  back in the 20s, a 27 or 28 Scout, neither could
remember, for it was used when  Dad bought it, his transportation n
back and forth from Ingals to the State Highway  Barn in Dodge, where
Dad drove a team and sand wagon, sometime ran a surveyors chain.

Well that’s it, the story would go on until Mac’s death in the 70s, I
purchased 2 bicycles and a motorcycle from his shop, two friends of
mine each purchased Norton’s….still in the crate.

S.A. Mac Stauffer
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This saga by the Old Sage is reprinted
with the kind permission of the Antique
Motorcycle Club of America. We thank
them for allowing us to reprint these
stories, because many of our Chapter
members have never had a chance to
read these entertaining articles

Bud Cox was one of the founding mem-
bers of the Sunflower Chapter and an
Honorary Member of the AMCA. He
penned the “Old Sage” articles for
more than thirteen years, with the first
episode appearing in the 1994 Winter
issue of  the AMCA magazine.  This
“Old Sage” episode originally ap-
peared in the 2002 Summer issue of
“The Antique Motorcycle”

Bill Gordon Photo

The Old Sage  1924-2016

 favorite rider of mine is a 1937 Indian Sport Scout.
When it was time to straighten and paint the fenders, I
elected to use some short, flat fenders.  They were easy

to modify to fit the Scout.  The short fenders provide
minimal protection from whatever may be on the road but
provide a jaunty look somewhat like a “California Bobber.”
When the striper asked for a photo to us as a model, I asked
her to “just use your imagination.”  The striping is really
wonderful, to me.  Ever rivet hole has a flower thing around
it, there are a lot of scrolls and those clever little things that

A
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Get A Haircut

artists stick in the corners.  Designs that look like a long letter
“S” with a couple of short slash marks through the center are
prevalent.  The machine color is green, and the stripes vary
from a from a yellow to a rose color, with bright cream
wheels creating a good contrast.  I am quite satisfied with the
appearance and the way it runs.

Recently, while sitting in the chair getting a haircut, I
realized that a man was talking to me. I had ridden the Scout
to the barbershop and the man had been looking it over while
it was parked at the curbside.  He stated that he once owned a
1937 Scout – it was all gone now except for one part, and he
would bring the part to me if I would take it.

About a year later, sitting in the same chair, the barber
said to me “That man brought you that motorcycle part like
he promised.”  It took but a few moments for me to recall the
conversation, as the barber was handing me a beautiful
Corbin speedometer.  I was spellbound to say the least.  It
was whole. A wonderful gift from an unknown person.

Recently, an antique motorcyclist asked me where he
might find a nice Corbin speedometer.  He gave me a very
strange look as I replied, “Get a haircut!”

=======================================
The I had ridden the Scout

to the barbershop
=======================================
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Gasoline, What’s in Your Tank

 By Bart Grelinger
The first oil well was dug in

1859 in Pennsylvania and distilled
kerosene for lighting fuel. Gasoline a
distillation byproduct was initially
thrown away.  In 1892 with the
production of the automobile, gasoline
became an increasingly important fuel
source.  In an internal combustion gasoline engine, the fuel-air
mixture is meant to be ignited by the spark plug and the spark plug
only, at a precise time in the compression cycle to maximize
engine power and efficiency. This process is controlled with
engine timing.  This allows the engine to more precisely capture
the maximum work from expanding gases.  As the need for power
and speed inevitably increased, so did engine compression. Even at
the earliest outset of gasoline engine production compression was
limited because of gasoline volatility, or the chance of pre-
detonation (aka knocking or pinging). According to the Ideal Gas
Law, as the fuel-air mixture is compressed the temperature rapidly
rises.  If the rising pressure, thus rising temperature of the fuel air
mixture hits its critical firing point, it will ignite or detonate on its
own, without a spark. If this occurs away from the spark plug, thus
away from the spark plug ignited flame wave, it leads to a local
shock wave causing the knocking or pinging.  If this occurs too
early it can raise cylinder pressures sharply, leading to engine
damage and possibly catastrophic engine failure.  This was a
potential problem for even the very earliest engines.

This led to the need to find a way to raise gasolines
detonation pressures.  In the early 1920’s additives were
added/blended with gasoline so that it could stand higher pressures
before detonation allowing use in higher compression engines.
They started blending gas in the early 1900’s to try to reduce the
tendency of pre-detonation.

The concept of an Octane rating was conceived as a way to
label gasoline that contained these additives.  A common
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Gasoline, What’s in Your Tank

misperception is that Octane ratings are indicators of the energy
content of fuel, i.e., the higher the octane rating the higher the
energy content.  This is not only untrue but backwards. Basically,
octane number only provide a scale to measure how much heat
and pressure can be applied to fuel before it spontaneously
combusts. It is measure of the fuel's tendency to burn in a more
controlled manner, rather than exploding under pressure in an
uncontrolled manner (knocking).

In general, higher octane rated fuels have less energy per
volume. Why then do you seem to get more energy/horsepower
out of the higher octane fuels?  Because the power output allowed
with higher engine compression ratios measurably outweighs the
small decline in fuel energy content per volume with these
additives.  The energy gain outweighs the small cost!

Where the octane
number is raised by
blending in ethanol, the
energy content per volume
is reduced even further.

The initial gasoline
in the late 1800’s and early
1900’s would have been
rated at 40-60 octane on
this scale. During the
1950’s an increase in
compression ratio lead to
need for higher octane
fuels of 68-80. Currently
available gasoline is
usually 85-93 at the pump.

Because higher
octane fuels resist
autoignition, they are also
a little harder to ignite,
requiring more Always use fresh gas.
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Gasoline, What’s in Your Tank

energy/more heat to ignite.  Thus a hotter spark is required for
ignition.  This hotter spark frequently starts a little earlier to
generate sufficient heat at the proper time for precise ignition. As
octane number rises, the increased need for more precise timing
increases, a hotter plug may be required and the engine timing has
a smaller acceptable timing window, thus becomes more difficult
to keep in tune.

Older antique motorcycle engines run at relatively low
speeds using lower compression. They run best on lower-octane,
faster-burning fuels that require less heat and lower compression
for optimum vaporization and uniform fuel-air mixing, with the
ignition spark coming as late as possible in order to extend the
production of cylinder pressure and torque as far down the power
stroke as possible. In the 1950’s and early 1960’s compression
continued to increase and even higher octane rated fuels were
needed. In 1950 gasoline of 68-80 Octane was increasing
available.

At lower altitudes/sea level where the air is heavier, pre-
detonation may occur easier, requiring slightly higher octane fuels.
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Gasoline, What’s in Your Tank

Just the opposite is true at higher/mountainous elevations, where
lower 85 octane may be found where the air is thinner.

Does gas go bad? - 87 octane fuels tend to be less refined
and contain more unstable hydrocarbons, read more volatile and
quicker to evaporate. As the months pass in storage the more
volatile aspects of the fuel evaporates, leaving other components to
thicken, forming gum, varnishes and lower octane hydrocarbons.
Higher octane fuels are more refined and a little more stable. These
more stable hydrocarbons can last 2-3 times longer than lower
octane fuels.  With proper storage 87 octane fuel can start to
degrade in as early as 3 months, 93 octane fuel should last closer to
9 months before degradation is noticeable. Higher octane fuels still
degrade, just slower.

A few take aways for older antiques:

● Lower octane fuel may aide in starting older lower
compression engines.

● Use the lowest octane possible that does not cause pre-
detonation/knocking.

● The higher the compression, the higher the octane rating will
be required.

● Try to use the same octane rated fuel once your engine is timed
and running well.

● Think about higher octane at low elevations and lower octane
at higher elevations.

● Use “fresh” gas and consider a fuel stabilizer.
● Use the lowest amount ethanol as possible.

Next time we will more specifically discuss fuel and oil additives.
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Shop Talk

I am now, and always have been a do-it-yourself kind of
guy.  Doesn’t make any difference whether its antique bikes, cars,
home improvements, or yard work.  Although recently I have been
giving up some of the more menial tasks like changing vehicle oil
and car washes.  Seems like I used to be able to change oil and
filter in the truck in under 30 minutes and never spill a drop.  Now
days I can’t even add a quart with out making a mess in the engine
compartment.

Tire changes on an antique motorcycle sometimes can be a
challenge.  That old tire that has been on a rim for 20, 30 years or
longer and be dried out, brittle, and very hard to break down.  It’s
no challenge for modern tire changing equipment, but the operator
must be careful of those vintage rims.  I had two sets of tires to
change early this year.  So being the DYI type, I used a couple of
my tricks.

With a 6-foot piece of angle iron and a block of wood I
made a tool to break the tire bead from the rim.  With the angle
iron bolted to the leg of my bench, and a block of wood positioned
at the right spot I could put a lot of pressure in the right spot and
break the beads.  After that, a spray bottle full of soapy water, and
with several tire irons, I was able to get the old tires off.   Installing
the new more supple tire is much easier.

Tire balancing today with digitally controlled equipment is
very accurate.  But I have found that with patience you can the
accomplish a very accurate balance in your own shop.  I usually set
the wheel up using the axle and bearings to support the wheel.  The
axle and inner bearing race surfaces must be very clean and then
lubed with a light oil, like WD40.  Remove old weights, spin the
wheel, and wait for the wheel to stop.  Repeat several times, mark
the light spot at the top center.  Adding weight at the top with a
piece of masking tape to hold in place.  Repeat the spin cycle until
the weight stops at the bottom.  I use a method learned in aircraft
maintenance, we called it “dynamic” balancing.  Instead of trying
to find the one exact weight to balance the wheel, use two weights
that are more than enough, they will stop at the bottom too.  Then
gradually move the weights equal distances away from each other
along the rim.  Repeat the spin cycle. Keep moving the weights
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away from each other.  Eventually you will find a place where the
wheel and weights will stop at random points and the wheel is
balanced.   This accurate enough for nose wheels on business jets
that land at over 100 mph.

There are many more details to tire changes that I did not
cover.  I just wanted to show that the average mechanic can to the
job in his own shop with out expensive equipment.
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                     Upcoming Events

We will draw the winner of the raffle bike at 7 PM
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                     Upcoming Events

The Sunflower Chapter
Welcomes new members
John Cowdin, David Wiley
Bill Miller, Wade Handley
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                     COMMERCIAL ADS

Over 25 years Experience
Parts Unlimited Dealer

Kawasaki | Honda | Suzuki
Yamaha | Harley Davidson

Ducati
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                     COMMERCIAL ADS
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COMMERCIAL ADS

www.sunfloweramca.org
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.

July 31st ~ Sunflower Chapter monthly meeting at Spears Restaurant,
4323 West Maple (6:30 PM)

● Thursday August 8th 6:00-8:00 PM, Vintage Bike night.
                        In Delano at the Clock Tower
August 28th ~ Sunflower Chapter monthly meeting at Spears Restau-
rant, 4323 West Maple (6:30 PM)

Sept 25th ~ Sunflower Chapter monthly meeting at Spears Restaurant,
4323 West Maple (6:30 PM)

● October 4,5 and 6 Sunflower Chapter Fall Ride in
Grove OK.  Note the location change.  Details pg  22.

Oct 30th ~ Sunflower Chapter monthly meeting at Spears Restaurant,
4323 West Maple (6:30 PM)

Nov 27th ~ Sunflower Chapter monthly meeting at Spears Restaurant,
4323 West Maple (6:30 PM)

● Saturday Dec 7th ~ Sunflower Chapter Annual Christmas
Party

The Sunflower Chapter Newsletter will be published in February,
May, August, and November. The deadline date for each issue will
be the last day of the month preceding the month of publication.
Please send articles, tips, humor, event dates, notices, personal ads,
etc. to the editor as early as possible. Material submitted after the
deadline will be published if page space is available.

Sunflower Website ~www.sunfloweramca.org

      SUNFLOWER CALENDAR OF EVENTS

www.sunfloweramca.org
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                    NATIONAL MEETS
Feb 23-24  Omaha Chapter              Fremont, NE
Mar 8-9    Sunshine Chapter       New Smyrna Beach, FL
Apr 26-27  Perkiomen Chapter     Oley, PA
May 17-19  Southern National       Denton, NC
May 24-25  European Chapter       Raalte, Netherlands
June 14-15  Viking Chapter                  St. Paul, MN
June 14-15  Fort Sutter Chapter   Dixon, CA
July 19-21  Wauseon Meet               Wauseon, OH
Aug 2-3   Yankee Chapter    Terryville, CT
Aug 24-25  Australia Chapter    Bulli Australia
Sept 27-28  Chesapeake Chapter       Jefferson, PA

AMCA 2019 SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

                NATIONAL ROAD RUNS
April 8-10 Cherokee Chapter Road Run, Kerrville, TX
June 9-12 Allegheny Mtn Chapter Road Run, Ligonier, PA
Sept 4-6         Music City Chapter Road Run, Nashville, TN
Sept 23-25      Yerba Buena Chapter Road Run, Monterey, CA


